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LAMINATING MACHINE YDFM-A 
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YDFM-A series manual laminating machine is a kind of multi-functional laminator which is 

newly developed upon long time of users’ feedback and market needs. It suits the 

lamination of pre-glued film and glueless film. Gluless film lamination means the machine 

laminates the glueless film without any glue on paper directly in a certain temperature and 

pressure. This technology is a new green lamination. The whole process has no any glue 

thereof, and reduces energy-loss and saves production costs, and also avoids 

environmental pollution and toxic residuum from traditional laminating technology. The 

laminated products will be water-proof, durable, of clear picture and good spatial effect. 

And the machine is widely used for the lamination of packing materials, labels, books, 

drawings and maps etc.  

 

Features: It is used for the lamination of pre-glued film (also named thermal film) and 

glueless film 

 SCHNEIDER frequency converter is equipped for infinitely variable speed, and the 

operator can change the machine’s speed easily and guarantee the machine’s 

running stable.  

 One-piece construction design makes the machine run more stably, and lengthens 

the machine’s lifetime.  

 Manual paper feeding. 

 Magnetic regulating plate can be adjusted easily to regulate manual paper feeding. 

 High precision of chrome plated heating roller is equipped with built-in oil heating 

system, which has excellent performance to temperature control. The laminating 

temperature is adjustable upon applications. 

 Hydraulic pressuring system provides big and steady pressure to guarantee good 

laminating quality.  

 Film cutter cuts film width to make it meet paper size. The cut film is left on the film 

release spindle. 

 Film perforating wheel perforates film edge to make the separation of laminated 

paper easy. 

 Laminated paper is rolled up automatically by the winding spindle. Winding speed is 

adjustable upon requests. Winded paper will be cut by manual work. 

 

Technical Parameters 

Model YDFM-720A YDFM-920A YDFM-1050A 

Max Laminating 

Width 
680mm 880mm 1040mm 

Laminating 

Speed 
0-30 m/min 0-30 m/min 0-30 m/min 

Laminating 

Temperature 
≤130℃ ≤130℃  ≤130℃  
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Paper Thickness 125-500g/㎡ 125-500g/㎡ 125-500g/㎡ 

Gross Power 13kw 15kw 16kw 

Total Weight 600kg 700kg 900kg 

Overall 

Dimensions 
1900*1500*1550mm 1900*1700*1550mm 1900*1900*1550mm 

 


